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Abstract 
A geometric construction of a symmetric primitive association scheme of rank 6 on the antiflags of 
a finite projective plane is given. This scheme allows one to reconstruct the initial plane up to 
isomorphism and polarity. It is shown that for a Desarguesian plane the corresponding scheme is 
non-Schurian. 
An association scheme W=(Q, LZ’= {Xi}isl) o rankr=\IIonafinitesetRisapair f 
consisting of 52 and a partition 57 of 52 x Q into r binary relations (digraphs) Xi 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) X,={(cc,cr): a&}&; 
(2) XE?Z”~X-‘E%, where X-’ ={(P,cI): (cq/?)~X}; 
(3) the numbers Pij(cC, p) = # {r: (CI, Y)EX~, (y, fl)EXj) do not depend on the choice of 
(~,/?)EX~ for all i, j, kel (these numbers ptj are called intersection numbers of the 
association scheme W). 
W is commutative if pt=p~i for all i, j, kEI. In particular, a symmetric scheme, i.e. 
one satisfying the condition Xi-’ =Xi for all iE1, is commutative. 
For each i, Xi defines a regular digraph ri =(Q, Xi) of valency ki =p$ where 
Xj = XL r. If all the antireflexive digraphs ri (distinct from r,) are connected, then the 
scheme is said to be primitive. 
The set of 2-orbits of a transitive permutation group (G, 52) (the orbits of induced 
action of G on Q x Q) generates an association scheme. A scheme (Q, 57) is Schurian if 
57 is the set of 2-orbits of a permutation group acting on 52. In this case the scheme is 
also denoted by V(G,!S). 
An association scheme IV =(L?,Y) is a subscheme of W=(QE) if each relation of 
CY is a union of relations of S?“. Note that in order to obtain the lattice of subschemes of 
a scheme W, it is sufficient to know the intersection numbers of W. 
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It is clear that if an association scheme W and a proper subscheme IV’ of W are 
Shurian and W= V(G, Sz), W’= V(G’, Q) then G c G’ (for more detailed information on 
the Galois correspondence between association schemes and permutation groups, see 
[6] where exposition is given in the more general language of cellular rings). 
Some interesting group-theoretic and combinatorial results were obtained from 
association schemes defined by 2-orbits of permutation (mainly primitive) representa- 
tions of non-Abelian almost simple groups and an investigation of lattices of their 
subschemes (see [8]). In particular, [S] contains an example of a geometric construc- 
tion of the scheme of 2-orbits of PGL,(n) acting on the flags of the Desarguesian 
projective plane of order n. The rank of this scheme does not depend on n and is equal 
to 6. All subschemes of this scheme were constructed in [8]. It was shown that an 
association scheme with the same intersection numbers (and hence, with the same 
lattice of subschemes) can be constructed on the set of flags of an arbitrary projective 
plane of order n. 
In [IO, 11,3], the 2-orbits of the action of groups G with PSL,(n)d G 
d Aut (PSL,(n)) on the set of antiflags of the Desarguesian projective plane of order 
n were investigated. The action of the linear groups on antiflags of corresponding 
projective spaces was also considered in [5,4,2]. It turned out that the rank of that 
action increases linearly with it. M.H. Klin conjectured the existence of non-Schurian 
primitive subschemes of a fixed rank of the above association schemes. In the present 
paper a geometric construction of an association scheme on the antiflags of a projec- 
tive plane of order n is given and the above conjecture is proved. 
Let Y=(A,B, . ..} and $P={a,b ,... } be the sets of points and of lines of a finite 
projectiveplane71ofordern,I~l=I$pI=n2+n+1.Let52=((A,a):AEB,a~~,A~u} 
be the set of antiflags of rc, 1 Q I= n2 (n2 + n + 1). Let us consider the following collection 
X={Xo,X,,X1,,X2,X3,X4,X4,,X5) of binary relations on 52: 
x0 = {((A, a), (4 a))>* 
x1 = (((A> 4, (4 @I), X,,={((A,4 (B>4)), 
X,={((A,u), (B,b)): A$b, B$u, unbEAB}, 
X,={((A,4, (48): A@, B-1, Xc+, = {((A, 4, (B, b)): AEb, &!a}, 
X,={((A,u), (B,b)): A$b, B$u, unb#AB}. 
Here different letters mean different points and lines, an b denotes the intersection 
point of the lines a and b, and AB denotes the line passing through the points A and B. 
Theorem 1. If n > 2 then (52, X) is a noncommututiue imprimitiue association scheme of 
rank 8. The intersection numbers of this scheme are functions of n only. 
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Proof. It is easy to verify that for n > 2 all relations from %” are nonempty and X is 
a partition of the set 52 x 0. Condition (1) in the definition of association scheme holds 
since r,, is the reflexive graph. Condition (2) also holds since Xc,, Xi, Xi,, XZ, XJ, X5 
are symmetric relations and Xi i =X4,. 
With a pair of antiflags E = (A, a), p = (B, b), one can associate a configuration of 
5 points A, B, a nb, an Al?, b nAB and 5 lines a, b, AB, A(u nb), B(u nb). The member- 
ship of (a, b) to a relation X, is completely determined by the system of equalities and 
incidences of elements of the corresponding configuration. For the calculation of the 
numbers pij(Cr, fi), one needs to count all the possibilities for an antiflag y = (C, c) to be 
added to the above configuration in such a way that all equalities and incidences 
determining the membership of (tl, y) and (y, p) to the relations Xi and Xj are satisfied. 
It is obvious that this system (and also the number of its solutions) does not depend on 
the choice of the pair (u,/I)EX~. So condition (3) also holds. 
In order to calculate pi5, for instance, let us fix any two different lines a, b and 
a point A which does not lie on them. Then ((A, a), (A, b))eX1. Let us calculate the 
number of antiflags (C, c) for which ((A, a), (C, c))~Xs and ((C, c), (A, b))eX5. The point 
C can be chosen arbitrary outside the lines a, b and A(anb) (there are n2-2n 
possibilities for C). If C is fixed then c can be any of the lines distinct from a, AC and 
passing through their intersection point (n - 1 possibilities). Thus pi5 = n(n - 1) (n - 2). 
To calculate pi4, let us fix lines a, b and points A, B which do not lie on these lines 
and such that the line AB does not pass through the point an b. Then ((A, a), 
(B, b))EX5. Let us calculate the number of antiflags (C, c) for which ((A, a), (C, c))EX~ 
and ((C, c), (B, b))eX4. The point C, which does not lie on the lines a, b, Al?, can be 
chosen in n2 -2n+ 1 ways. For a fixed point C the line c=B(un AC) is unique. As 
a result, we obtain ~:~=(n- 1)2. 
Now let us calculate P:~. In order to do this, let us fix two lines a, b and two points 
A, B which do not lie on these lines, but are collinear with the point an b. Then ((A, a), 
(B, b))EX3. Let us calculate the number of antiflags (C, c) which form together with 
(A, a) and (B, b) pairs from the relation X,. The line c must be distinct from the lines 
a, b and must not pass through the points A, B. This line either contains the point an b 
(n - 2 possibilities) or does not contain this point (n’ - 2n possibilities). For a fixed line 
c the point C must not lie on the lines a, b, c, AB in the first case (n2 - 3n possibilities) 
and must not lie on the lines a, b, c, A (an c), B(b n c) in the second case (n2 - 4n + 4 
possibilities). As a result, we obtain pzJ = (n - 2)(n2 - 3n) + (n2 - 2n)(n2 - 4n + 4) 
=n(n-2) (n2-3n+l). 
The same counting arguments were used in [2] for the calculation of the intersec- 
tion numbers of the scheme obtained from the permutation action of GL(s, n) on the 
antiflags of the classical projective space of dimension s- 1. 
The intersection numbers of the scheme (0,X) calculated in similar ways are 
summarized in Table 1. To calculate them it is sufficient to use the axioms of 
projective planes. Hence, the intersection numbers depend on the order of the plane 
only. 
The scheme (s2, X) is noncommutative since (p&, = n2) # (pi2 = 0). 
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The relations X1 
n2 + n + 1 complete 
K&X). 0 
I.A. Faradzev 
and X1, are disconnected (each of them is a disjoint union of 
n2-vertex graphs). This shows the imprimitivity of the scheme 
Now let ?V={YO=X,,, Y,=X,uX,,, Yz=X2, Y3=X3, Y,=X,uX,,, Y5=X5}. 
Theorem 2. If n > 2 then (Q, Y) is a symmetric primitive subscheme of rank 6 of the 
association scheme (Q, X). 
Proof. In order to show that (Qg) is an association scheme, it is sufficient to verify 
that the following equalities hold for i, Jo {0,2,3,5}, k, s, tE { 1,4}: 
k k’ 
Pij=Pijl 
p;s+p;s, =p:; +pg, 
pti + pt’i =pt( + pi’i, 
p:t + p:t, + ps,, + p:,,, = p;; + p:;, + ps:, + p,“:,, . 
All relations from g are symmetric and connected. Hence, the scheme @&WY) is 
symmetric and primitive. 0 
The intersection numbers of the scheme (Q, %) are summarized in Table 2. 
Theorem 3. Let 7~ be a Desarguesian projective plane of order n =p’>4. Then the 
association scheme (52, Y) is non-Schurian. 
Proof. From the description by Chuvaeva [3] of the 2-orbits of the action of a group 
G with PSL,(n)<GdAut (PSL,(n)) on the set of antiflags of the corresponding 
Desarguesian projective plane of order n = pr, it follows that the association scheme 
(Sz, g) is a subscheme of the primitive scheme of a-orbits of the group G = PGL,(n) . (z) 
(5 is the contragradient automorphism). Relations Y,, Y1, Y,, Y,, Y, are 2-orbits of 
the groups G and Aut (PSL,(n)). But the relation Y, consists of n - 2 2-orbits of G and 
some of them are merged by field automorphisms. From the classification of pairwise 
inclusions of primitive permutation groups in [9], it follows that all overgroups of 
G which differ from the symmetric and alternating groups are subgroups of 
Aut(PSL3(n)) and can be obtained by adding field automorphisms to G. Since the 
group of field automorphisms is cyclic of order r, for the relation Ys to be a 2-orbit of 
Aut(PSL,(n)), the condition ~‘-2 <r is necessary. But it is impossible for 
p’=n>4. Cl 
Theorem 4. Let association schemes (52, X) and (l&Y) be constructed by the above 
method from a projective plane 7~ of order n > 2. Then one can reconstruct 71 from (52, X) 
or (l&Y) up to isomorphism and polarity. 
Table 2 
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The intersection numbers of the scheme (Q, g) 
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Proof. The relations X1,X,, E!&an be recognized by their valencies. Each of them is 
a disjoint union of nz + n + 1 cliques of size n ‘. Associate the cliques of one relation 
with the points and the cliques of another relation with the lines of projective planes rr. 
Each clique of one relation does not intersect with exactly n + 1 cliques of another 
relation. This is the pointsslines incidence of rc. The interchange of relations X1 and 
X1, correspond to a polarity of rc. 
The relation Yi~g can also be recognized by its valency. It is easy to see that 
this relation can be decomposed into two families of maximal cliques in a unique 
way. 0 
Remark 5. It is very attractive to prove the nonexistence of a projective plane of 
a certain order (for example, of order 10) by proving the nonexistence of a com- 
mutative association scheme with the parameters of the scheme (Q,g). But our 
computation shows that for n = 10 all known necessary conditions for the existence of 
such scheme (including the Krein condition, see [l]) are held. 
Finally, let us consider the scheme W of 2-orbits of the group Aut(PSL,(S)) in its 
action on the set of antiflags of the projective plane of order 5. It is a scheme of rank 8. 
It consists of the relations Y,, Y,, Y,, Y,, Y, and relations Yi, i= 1,2,3, such that 
y:uy,zuy;=y,. 
The relations Yi are distinguished by the numbers 11i = # {(Cc): ((A,a), (Cc)), 
((C, c), (B, b))~ Y: for a fixed pair of antiflags ((A, a), (B, b))~Yi}. Namely, one can 
reorder these relations so that 1, = 16, &=21 and II, =26. 
Another way to distinguish the relations Yi was proposed by Chuvaeva [3]. She 
showed that the cross ratio of a quadruplet of collinear points A, B, A’ = a n AB, 
B’ = b n AB is an invariant of these relations for a fixed partition of the quadruplet into 
two pairs and a fixed coordinatization of the projective plane. A determination of 
2-orbits by cross ratio was also used in [2]. But the propetiy of the quadruplet to be 
harmonic does not depend on the coordinatization and is defined only by the 
partition. Thus, a partition of the quadruplet into two pairs corresponds to the 
relation Y:. Namely, a pair of antiflags belongs to this relation iff the corresponding 
quadruplet with respect to this partition is harmonic. For i= 1,2,3 the partitions are 
{{A, W, (A’, B}}, {{A, A’), (B, B’} > and {{A, B), (A’, B’) 1. 
The computation of the lattice of subschemes of W using the computer package 
described in [8] found out the existence of an association scheme of rank 3 on the set 
of antiflags of the projective plane of order 5 which contains the relation Z = Y, u Y,“. 
The graph Z is a new sporadic strongly regular graph (s.r.g.) with parameters 
(0, k, A) =(775,150,45). A s.r.g. with such parameters is known [7, C15(3,5)] and the 
known graph has an automorphism group of rank 4. Arguments similar to the ones 
used in Theorem 3 show that the automorphism group of the graph 2 is Aut(PSL,(5)) 
of rank 8. This fact was also shown by a direct computation of the automorphism 
group of the graph Z. 
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